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Abstract. A light-scattering module was coupled to an air-
borne, compact time-of-flight aerosol mass spectrometer
(LS-AMS) to investigate collection efficiency (CE) while
obtaining nonrefractory aerosol chemical composition mea-
surements during the Southeast Nexus (SENEX) campaign.
In this instrument, particles scatter light from an internal
laser beam and trigger saving individual particle mass spec-
tra. Nearly all of the single-particle data with mass spectra
that were triggered by scattered light signals were from par-
ticles larger than ∼ 280 nm in vacuum aerodynamic diame-
ter. Over 33 000 particles are characterized as either prompt
(27 %), delayed (15 %), or null (58 %), according to the time
and intensity of their total mass spectral signals. The parti-
cle mass from single-particle spectra is proportional to that
derived from the light-scattering diameter (dva-LS) but not to
that from the particle time-of-flight (PToF) diameter (dva-MS)
from the time of the maximum mass spectral signal. The
total mass spectral signal from delayed particles was about
80 % of that from prompt ones for the same dva-LS. Both
field and laboratory data indicate that the relative intensities
of various ions in the prompt spectra show more fragmen-
tation compared to the delayed spectra. The particles with
a delayed mass spectral signal likely bounced off the vapor-
izer and vaporized later on another surface within the con-
fines of the ionization source. Because delayed particles are
detected by the mass spectrometer later than expected from
their dva-LS size, they can affect the interpretation of particle

size (PToF) mass distributions, especially at larger sizes. The
CE, measured by the average number or mass fractions of
particles optically detected that had measurable mass spec-
tra, varied significantly (0.2–0.9) in different air masses. The
measured CE agreed well with a previous parameterization
when CE> 0.5 for acidic particles but was sometimes lower
than the minimum parameterized CE of 0.5.

1 Introduction

Aerosol size, chemical composition, and mass loading are
important parameters used to estimate the impact of aerosols
on direct (aerosol–radiation) and indirect (aerosol–cloud) cli-
mate effects (e.g., Ramanathan et al., 2001). The spatial and
temporal distribution of ambient aerosols is highly inhomo-
geneous due to different sources, meteorological conditions,
atmospheric processes, and their relatively short atmospheric
lifetimes. The Aerodyne aerosol mass spectrometer (AMS) is
a fast time response instrument capable of quantifying size-
resolved nonrefractory aerosol chemical composition (e.g.,
Jayne et al., 2000; Jimenez et al., 2003; Drewnick et al.,
2005; Canagaratna et al., 2007) and has been widely used
to measure the real time aerosol ensemble organic, sulfate,
nitrate, ammonium, and chloride (non-sea-salt) mass load-
ings globally (e.g., Zhang et al., 2007a; Jimenez et al., 2009).
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Evaluation of aerosol mass loading accuracy measured by
the AMS is important to estimate the impact of aerosols on
climate, biogeochemical health, and aerosol formation pro-
cesses such as aerosol hygroscopicity (Levin et al., 2014;
Brock et al., 2016) and aerosol acidity (Hennigan et al., 2015;
Zhang et al., 2007b).

The basic principle of the AMS method is to focus ambient
aerosols with an aerodynamic lens onto a hot vaporizer and
analyze the evolved gases with an electron-impact ionization
mass spectrometer. Not all particles introduced to the inlet
are thermally desorbed and the resulting gas-phase molecules
ionized. The net overall transmission and detection efficiency
is called collection efficiency (CE) and expressed as the prod-
uct of aerodynamic lens transmission efficiency for spherical
particles, the loss of transmission due to particle beam broad-
ening, and the efficiency of detecting a particle that vapor-
izes on impaction (Huffman et al., 2005). The particle trans-
mission losses in the AMS lens can be determined by the
lens particle transmission curve (e.g., Bahreini et al., 2008).
Beam width probe experiments (Huffman et al., 2005) found
that CE less than 100 % is not due to particle beam broad-
ening but is likely due to particles bouncing off the vapor-
izer. Therefore, with well-characterized lens transmission ef-
ficiency, the dominant uncertainty in CE is likely to be the
particles bouncing on the vaporizer. A varying CE of parti-
cles by the AMS potentially introduces large uncertainty in
AMS measurements. CE is quantified by the ratio of the mass
(or number) of particles detected by the AMS to that of parti-
cles introduced into the inlet (Matthew et al., 2008). It ranged
from 0.3 to 1 with the highest frequency around 0.45 in our
ambient measurements (Middlebrook et al., 2012). This indi-
cates that the varying CE in some cases may induce an uncer-
tainty as large as a factor of 3 in the aerosol mass measured
by AMS. CE less than 100 % in AMS measurements was
previously demonstrated by comparing aerosol mass load-
ings measured by the AMS with that measured by other in-
struments such as the particle-into-liquid sampler combined
with an ion chromatography analyzer (PiLS-IC) or an optical
particle counter (ultra-high-sensitivity aerosol spectrometer
or UHSAS) (e.g., Takegawa et al., 2005; Middlebrook et al.,
2012). Laboratory and field studies showed that CE values
depend on aerosol chemical composition and relative humid-
ity (Matthew et al., 2008; Middlebrook et al., 2012). Based
on this, a parameterization for the composition-dependent
CE was developed (Middlebrook et al., 2012) and is now
commonly applied to ambient AMS measurements. CE ob-
tained by comparison of AMS measurements with other in-
struments like the PiLS-IC and UHSAS may be affected by
the measurement uncertainties of other instruments and lens
transmission efficiency. In situ measurements of CE can di-
rectly quantify the detection efficiency of particles that im-
pact the vaporizer. In situ CE measurements and evaluation
of the CE parameterization are therefore important to reduce
the uncertainty in the AMS measurements.

A light-scattering (LS) module has been developed to inte-
grate into AMS instruments (LS-AMS) to detect single parti-
cles before they impact on the vaporizer (Cross et al., 2007).
The LS-AMS determines the in situ CE by comparing the
number (or mass) of particles detected by the mass spectrom-
eter signals to the total number (or mass) of particles detected
by the scattered light signals. Using the LS-AMS instrument,
the mean values of CE for ambient particles at three ground
sites near Mexico City (Cross et al., 2009), Bakersfield, CA
(Liu et al., 2013), downtown Toronto (Lee et al., 2015), and
in an eastern Canadian forest (Slowik et al., 2010) were re-
ported to be 0.49, 0.52, 0.37, and 0.6, respectively. CE for
the Mexico City ground site varied only about ±10 % over
the full sampling period (Cross et al., 2009), which may be
due to relatively constant ambient aerosol chemical compo-
sition. Airborne studies of air masses with widely different
chemical composition provide an opportunity for investigat-
ing the capability of LS-AMS to measure CE variations.

Beside the ability to determine in situ CE, the LS-AMS
has also been used to derive particle density by comparing
the optical size with the vacuum aerodynamic size (Cross
et al., 2007), distinguish single-particle chemical composi-
tion types (Cross et al., 2007; Liu et al., 2013; Freutel et al.,
2013), examine internal and external particle mixing proper-
ties (Robinson et al., 2013), and validate the interpretation of
AMS factors from a positive matrix factorization using clus-
ter analysis of the LS module data (Lee et al., 2015). As this
work aims to use LS-AMS to investigate AMS measurement
uncertainties, analysis regarding the above perspectives is not
included.

This study provides the first airborne single-particle mea-
surements from an LS-AMS instrument. These measure-
ments were performed on board the NOAA WP-3D air-
craft sampling various air masses over the continental United
States during the Southeast Nexus of Air Quality and Cli-
mate (SENEX) campaign in May and June 2013 (Warneke
et al., 2016). This study focuses on using single-particle data
to investigate airborne AMS measurement uncertainties. CE
was measured by LS-AMS during this field study and com-
pared to the CE parameterization based on the aerosol chem-
ical composition and relative humidity (Middlebrook et al.,
2012). The single-particle data are also used to examine par-
ticles that bounce on the vaporizer and the impact of ineffi-
ciently collected particles on the chemical ion signals and the
AMS particle time-of-flight data.

2 Experimental

For the SENEX field project, a compact time-of-flight AMS
(Aerodyne Inc., Billerica, Massachusetts) was integrated
aboard the NOAA WP-3D aircraft with a pressure-controlled
inlet (Bahreini et al., 2008) and an LS module. With the LS
module, the AMS is capable of not only measuring the en-
semble chemical composition and speciated mass distribu-
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tions but also detecting the chemical composition and size of
single particles with light-scattering intensities above a pre-
determined threshold. Detailed descriptions of the AMS in-
strument are provided in previous publications (Jayne et al.,
2000; Jimenez et al., 2003; Drewnick et al., 2005; Bahreini
et al., 2009) and only the differences are pointed out here.
Compared to most AMS instruments, our instrument has
a longer chamber, with a distance from the chopper wheel
to the laser beam of 26.5 cm and from the chopper wheel
to the particle vaporizer of 39.5 cm, the locations of which
are shown in Fig. S1 in the Supplement. The added light-
scattering module is very similar to that described in Cross
et al. (2007) and Cross et al. (2009), with the single-particle
data acquisition triggered by the intensity of the scattered
light signal as described by Liu et al. (2013). The major dif-
ferences in the configuration were a smaller and more rigid
optical table mounted directly onto the AMS chamber with
a cover and locking screws to mount the ellipsoidal and exter-
nal mirrors and laser to ensure the stability of these compo-
nents during airborne measurements. In order to fit the AMS
with the LS module into the aircraft, we built a shorter ex-
tension for the laser beam dump, which was redesigned as a
small, baffled, multi-angled chamber containing several knife
edges, all painted matte black.

The data acquisition software version used during SENEX
was 4.0.30, which included hourly measurement of both the
single ion area and the detector baseline along with the mass
scale calibration. The threshold setting for saving MS sig-
nals with the AP240 data acquisition card (Acqiris, Geneva,
Switzerland) was two bits above baseline for all the data. In
addition to being checked hourly during each flight, the in-
tegrated detector signal for single ion pulses (single ion area
in units of bit ns ion−1) was measured during preflight and
post-flight. Raw mass spectral signals are digitally recorded
by the data acquisition card in units of bit ns extraction−1 and
in post-processing are converted into ions s−1 with the mass
spectrometer pulser period per extraction, the number of ex-
tractions (adjacent mass spectrometer pulses) that were com-
bined into each spectrum, and the single ion area calibration.

Although the mass spectrometer was tuned prior to the
field project, the microchannel plate (MCP) detector set was
nearing the end of its life and was replaced in the mid-
dle of the project on 17 June. As a precaution, the new
MCP set was initially operated with a reduced gain volt-
age that was increased several times during the rest of the
project. Because of this, the detector sensitivity changed dur-
ing SENEX with the highest sensitivity (where the single
ion area≥ 13 bit ns ion−1) for flights between 26 June and
8 July. However, this sensitivity is still relatively low com-
pared to our other field projects; for example, the single ion
area for a recent ground-based study (Öztürk et al., 2013) was
typically higher than 20 bit ns ion−1. Furthermore, the single
ion peak shape is not ideal for our C-ToF due to ringing on
the higher ion time-of-flight side. Consequently, low detector
sensitivity has a nonlinear effect on low ion signals, which

was previously reported by Hings et al. (2007). This can lead
to ions with low signal to be biased low and ions with high
signal to be biased high. The overall AMS response is gener-
ally not affected by decreased sensitivity since the calibration
ionization efficiency (IE) is linearly proportional to the signal
from air over a wide range of sensitivities (see the third-to-
last paragraph in this section for details).

Two operating modes of this AMS instrument are the same
as for instruments without an LS module. The mass spectrum
(MS) mode is used to measure ensemble submicron aerosol
mass concentrations, and particle time-of-flight (PToF) mode
is used to measure size-dependent submicron mass concen-
trations. The added light-scattering single-particle (LSSP)
mode with the LS-AMS is used to measure single-particle
size and nonrefractory mass. During each flight, the AMS
was run alternatively among the MS mode, PToF mode, and
LSSP mode with one cycle every 5 min. During the first 270 s
of the cycle, the instrument switched between MS (back-
ground for 2 s with the particle beam blocked and sampling
for 4 s) and PToF (3.5 s with a chopped particle beam) modes,
saving ensemble data roughly every 10 s. Then the instru-
ment was run with the LSSP mode for 30 s. The chopper
wheel has a 2 % duty cycle slit and rotated with a frequency
of ∼ 110 Hz during both LSSP and PToF modes. The mass
spectrometer was pulsed at a frequency of 62.5 kHz and mass
spectra were added together for two ToF pulser periods prior
to saving, resulting in 32 µs between mass spectra for each
saved LSSP or PToF chopper cycle. The PToF data were
combined for all chopper cycles during the saving period
resulting in speciated mass distributions over the full sub-
micron size range, whereas LSSP data were saved for each
chopper cycle when the intensity of the scattered light signal
was above the data acquisition threshold. Table 1 summarizes
the relevant LSSP parameters and definitions used here and
in other recent studies.

In LSSP mode, the particle beam is chopped and par-
ticles traverse an unfocussed beam of a continuous, solid-
state, 405 nm wavelength, 50 mW laser (CrystaLaser model
DL405-050-0 with a CL-2005 power supply, Reno, NV)
placed perpendicular to the particle beam prior to particles
entering the vaporization/ionization section of the AMS vac-
uum chamber. The scattered light from the particles is fo-
cused with an ellipsoidal mirror onto a photomultiplier tube
(PMT). As first employed by Liu et al. (2013), the scat-
tered light intensity is monitored and, when above a spec-
ified threshold, triggers saving all of the chemical ion sig-
nals (mass spectra) obtained during the course of the current
∼ 9.1 ms chopper cycle along with the corresponding scat-
tered light signal from the PMT. An example of the raw LSSP
data for a prompt particle from SENEX is shown in Fig. S2.
For each triggered event, the mass spectra from that chop-
per cycle are analyzed during post-processing. The spectrum
with the maximum MS signal is located and then integrated
within the adjacent±5 mass spectra of that maximum to gen-
erate the total chemical ion signal for the triggering particle.
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Table 1. Summary of AMS light-scattering results.

This work Cross et al. Liu et al. Lee et al.
(2009) (2013) (2015)

Sampling location Over SE US Mexico City Bakersfield, Toronto
CA

Mass spectrometer C-ToF C-ToF HR-ToF HR-ToF
(SP laser off)

Chopper-to-vaporizer length (cm) 39.5 29.0 NR 39.5
LS particle events analyzed 33 861a 12 853 271 641 84 218
dva for 50 % LS detection efficiency (nm) 360 370 430 340
Min. no. of ions for MS detection 38b NR 6 6
Definition of “delayed” t > (test+ toffset) t > (test+ toffset) t > 1.20× t > (test+ toffset)

+3×Gauss. width (test+ toffset) +3×Gauss. width
Offset time (ms) 0.35 0.2 NR ∼ 0.42
Prompt fraction 27 % 23 % 46 % 33.6 %
Delayed fraction 15 % 26 % 6 % 0.4 %
Null fraction 58 % 51 % 48 % 63.2 %

NR is not reported.
a Total particle number analyzed of research flights, 26 June–8 July.
b Average minimum ions for MS detection of research flights, 26 June–8 July.

Sometimes two or more particles passed through the chop-
per slit during one chopper cycle and triggered the saving
of LSSP data. These cases are found during post-processing
as having more than one peak in the scattered light signal
and are called coincident particles. Flight average coincident
particle fractions ranged from less than 1 % to about 3 %
in this study. Unfortunately, the analysis software currently
does not correctly account for spectra in coincident cases be-
cause only one spectrum of the maximum MS signal is gen-
erated per chopper cycle. This spectrum can be from either
of the particles since the timing and intensity of the scattered
light signals do not necessarily correspond to the magnitude
of chemical ion signals. Hence, the coincident particle data
are excluded from this analysis.

Using LSSP mode, there are three ways to measure parti-
cle size: (1) vacuum aerodynamic diameter based on the par-
ticle velocity from the mass spectral information (a.k.a. the
traditional AMS vacuum aerodynamic diameter or dva-MS),
(2) vacuum aerodynamic diameter based on the particle ve-
locity from the light-scattering information (light-scattering
vacuum aerodynamic diameter or dva-LS), and (3) optical di-
ameter (or do) from the scattered light intensity of individual
particles. The vacuum aerodynamic diameter is defined for
the AMS by Eq. (44) from DeCarlo et al. (2004):

dva = dm×
ρeff

ρ0
, (1)

where dm is the electrical mobility diameter, ρeff is the ef-
fective particle density (in g cm−3), and ρ0 is the standard
density (1 gcm−3). The vacuum aerodynamic diameter is re-
lated to the particle velocity measured by the AMS (Jayne
et al., 2000; DeCarlo et al., 2004), and the additional sub-
scripts of MS and LS are used here to indicate the method

of calculating particle velocity. For dva-MS, the particle ve-
locity is determined from the time of the maximum inten-
sity in the mass spectral signal (also known as PToF time
or tms) divided by the distance between the chopper wheel
and the vaporizer (Lvp) and this velocity was calibrated us-
ing polystyrene latex spheres (PSLs) of known sizes. In this
manner, mass distributions as a function of dva-MS or dm can
be determined from AMS instruments in PToF mode with-
out the LS module (Jayne et al., 2000). For dva-LS, the par-
ticle velocity is calculated from the time of the maximum
intensity of the scattered light signal (tLS) divided by the dis-
tance between the chopper wheel and the laser beam (LLS).
This velocity can be calibrated with PSLs in a similar man-
ner to dva-MS (Cross et al., 2007), but unfortunately we did
not collect the appropriate LSSP data from PSLs to calibrate
dva-LS during the SENEX project. Hence, we used an alter-
nate method to determine dva-LS which involved plotting his-
tograms of tLS for laboratory particles that rapidly evaporated
in the mass spectrometer (discussed in Sect. 3.1.1). The third
type of measurement of particle size, the optical diameter or
do, can be obtained from a calibration of the scattered light
intensity and compared to dva-MS to obtain information about
the particle density using Eq. (1) (Cross et al., 2007).

The laser is used to count particles in all three sampling
modes every time the intensity of the scattered light sig-
nal is above the specified threshold, except that the small
fraction of coincident particles in LSSP mode are counted
as only one particle. Counts per second in LSSP mode are
lower than those in the adjacent MS modes due to dead
time when particles cannot be counted while individual LSSP
events are being saved. This duty cycle factor averaged 35 %
and decreased with increasing number concentration. There-
fore, the average duty cycle factor based on the preceding
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and following MS cycles was used to calculate the number-
based or mass-based mass distributions from LSSP mode
(see Sect. 3.2.2).

The IE of the instrument was calibrated with pure, dry am-
monium nitrate particles several times before, during, and
after the field project. The Igor ToF AMS calibration analy-
sis software version 3.1.5 was used with the PToF-calibrated
size (dva-MS) to calculate the nitrate IE. When all of the cal-
ibration data were combined, the IE was linearly propor-
tional over a wide range of detector sensitivities to the air
beam (AB) signal at m/z 28 (signal from air) with an in-
tercept: IE= 1.29× 10−7

+ 1.24× 10−12
×AB. For a typi-

cal AB value of 4.5× 105 Hz, the IE for nitrate was about
7× 10−7 ionsmolec−1. The unit mass resolution MS and
PToF data were analyzed using the Igor ToF AMS analy-
sis toolkit (a.k.a. Squirrel) version 1.52L. For the MS and
PToF data, the default AMS fragmentation table described
by Allan et al. (2004) was adjusted slightly for each flight
for the measured fragmentation pattern from water and mea-
sured contributions of various species to the filtered air sig-
nals. The current default values for the relative ionization ef-
ficiency (RIE) of sulfate, organic, and nonrefractory chloride
(1.2, 1.4, and 1.3, respectively) were used but the values of
nitrate and ammonium were changed to 1.05 and 3.9.

The LSSP data were processed using the Igor LS analysis
toolkit (a.k.a. Sparrow) version 1.04F, with a modification to
account for the longer particle flight chamber. The default
list of m/z values in Sparrow was used to generate the mass
spectra from individual particles. LSSP mass spectra are then
processed using the default fragmentation table matrix and
the above RIEs, except the contribution from air is removed
from the matrix since only the mass spectral signals from
the particle are selected. The backgrounds from the longest
and/or shortest times at each m/z in the LSSP spectra from
a single chopper cycle are subtracted from the particle region
in the same way the background is subtracted for standard
PToF data. To calculate single-particle mass from the LSSP
size, dva-LS, the effective particle density is estimated to be
1.55 gcm−3 from a calculated weighted average density of
the SENEX AMS data set that was composed of 50–70 % or-
ganic material (estimated density of 1.25 gcm−3 from Cross
et al., 2007; Kiendler-Scharr et al., 2009; Zelenyuk et al.,
2008) and 30–50 % inorganic material (primarily dry ammo-
nium sulfate with a density of 1.75 gcm−3 from Perry and
Green, 1997).

The LS-AMS was on board the NOAA WP-3 aircraft
and flew over the continental US to sample a variety of air
masses during SENEX from June to July 2013, as part of
the large collaboration study Southeast Atmospheric Study
(SAS). Detailed information of the field campaign is pro-
vided in Warneke et al. (2016) and http://www.esrl.noaa.
gov/csd/projects/senex/. Over the course of the project, there
were 17 research flights. Besides the AMS measurements
presented here, dry particle number distributions from∼ 0.07
to 1.0 µm were measured with a UHSAS (Brock et al., 2016)

on board the same aircraft and are used to derive the parti-
cle mass distributions for comparison in this study. For com-
parisons between the AMS and UHSAS instruments, we ac-
count for the AMS lens transmission efficiency (Liu et al.,
2007), which was measured for our lens to be similar to
the predicted transmission (Bahreini et al., 2008). Since the
AMS sensitivity was poor at the beginning of the field project
and UHSAS data were not available for the last flight, the
data reported here are from seven flights from 26 June until
8 July (Flights 10–16).

3 Results and discussion

3.1 LSSP signal processing and categorization of
particles

3.1.1 Timing of the LSSP signals, particle dva-MS and
dva-LS sizing, and categories based on time

Two of the ways to determine particle size in the LS-AMS in-
volve measuring the particle velocity using the particle time-
of-flight distances between the chopper and the vaporizer
(Lvp) or between the chopper and the laser (LLS) and the
corresponding time of the maximum MS signal (tms) or the
maximum LS signal (tLS) (Cross et al., 2007). Particles are
accelerated into the vacuum chamber at the lens exit based
on their size (smaller particles are accelerated to faster speeds
than larger particles) and particle velocities are assumed to be
constant by the time they reach the chopper wheel. Their ve-
locities based on the MS signals (= Lvp/tms) were calibrated
for dva-MS size using PSL particles. To calculate dva-MS from
individual particles, they must have viable chemical ion sig-
nals (mass spectra or MS). However, they do not need to have
viable MS signals in order to measure dva-LS based on the
timing of their LS signals (as shown below).

The time the particle passes through the laser beam (tLS)
can be used to estimate the arrival time at the vaporizer (test)
as follows:

test = tLS×
Lvp

LLS
, (2)

where tLS, Lvp, and LLS are defined as above. For our cham-
ber dimensions, test = 1.49× tLS. Times of the maximum LS
and MS signals for an example of LSSP data are indicated
in Fig. S2 along with test, which is earlier than the maximum
MS signal time (tms).

Figure 1 displays histograms of the time differences be-
tween the time of the maximum MS signal (tms) and the es-
timated arrival time (test) based on Eq. (2) for polydispersed,
laboratory-generated, and SENEX particles. A similar his-
togram was previously generated, described, and shown in
the Supplement by Lee et al. (2015). Ammonium nitrate par-
ticles are known to have a CE around 100 % whereas ammo-
nium sulfate particles have a CE around 25 % (Matthew et al.,
2008) and their histograms of the time differences are not the
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Figure 1. Histograms (red) of the time for the maximum mass spec-
tral signal (tms) minus the estimated time (test) for particles to ar-
rive at the vaporizer based on the time of the maximum intensity
of the scattered light signal for particles composed of pure ammo-
nium nitrate, pure ammonium sulfate, mixed composition (organic
dicarboxylic and carbonyl acids, ammonium organic acid salts, am-
monium sulfate, and ammonium nitrate), and the SENEX flight data
on 6 July 2013. The Gaussian fit to the SENEX histogram is shown
in black. The offset time (toffset) from the fit for the SENEX data
(the dark blue vertical line) is similar to the offset times for the lab-
oratory particles. The distances between dark blue line and cyan
lines are three times the width of the SENEX Gaussian fit. Prompt
particles are defined as those with times between the cyan lines and
delayed particles are detected at later times on the right-hand side
of the distribution.

same. Several features of the histogram distribution for am-
monium nitrate particles are apparent: there are no particles
at large time differences, the histogram has a Gaussian shape,
the width at the base of this fit (∼ 0.18 ms) is approximately
the time available for particles to pass through the chopper
slit (∼ 0.17 ms), and the mean of the Gaussian fit to the his-
togram is a nonzero offset time (toffset). The ammonium sul-
fate histogram has a maximum near the mean of the ammo-
nium nitrate distribution and has a significant tail of particles
that were detected at later times. The two other histograms
(mixed composition and SENEX particles) are not as narrow
as the ammonium nitrate histogram and have fewer particles
than the ammonium sulfate histogram at slower times.

For the SENEX particles, the mean of its Gaussian distri-
bution fit, toffset, is 0.35 ms (see Table 1) and is depicted as
the vertical blue line in all four histograms of Fig. 1. For am-
monium nitrate particles with a 100 % CE, toffset is 0.31 ms,

slightly smaller than the SENEX offset time. The similar off-
set times for the four histograms indicate that the times of
the maximum MS signal are later than the estimated time
by a consistent amount. Once the offset time is taken into
account, the times of the maximum MS signals are similar
to test from Eq. (2) for the ammonium nitrate particles. This
implies that the two particle velocities are constant when an
offset time is included.

The offset time (0.3–0.35 ms) is too long to indicate an
error in the positions of the laser or the vaporizer and is in-
dependent of particle size, as shown later in Fig. 2c. By ex-
amining the Gaussian fit reported by Lee et al. (2015), we
derived an offset time for that study of about 0.42 ms (see Ta-
ble 1). The offset time of 0.2 ms used by Cross et al. (2009)
was not defined in the same way and cannot be compared
directly to offsets from the Gaussian fits. The offset time in
our data set appears to be systematic and may be related to
a number of delays for the MS signals that do not occur for
the LS signals. There is some uncertainty in tLS and tms due
to not knowing exactly when the particles transited the chop-
per slit (Cross et al., 2007), which is about 0.17 ms for our
system. This is apparent in the width of the Gaussian distri-
bution for the ammonium nitrate particles (top of Fig. 1). For
prompt particles, not including the uncertainty in the time for
particles to pass through the chopper, the largest uncertainty
in PToF sizing from tms is believed to be due to vaporiza-
tion (Huffman et al., 2005; Day et al., 2011). Vaporization
event lengths (defined as full width at half maximum of the
single-particle MS signals) depend on the species and can
range from 25 µs for ammonium nitrate particles to less than
60 µs for ammonium sulfate particles (Drewnick et al., 2015).
The additional time needed for the neutral molecules to move
from the vaporizer to the electron beam and for ions to move
from the ion source to the orthogonal extraction region are
likely much shorter than the offset time. Altogether, these
times are too short to account for the systematic offset time,
so it most likely incorporates some additional time needed
to process the single-particle mass spectra during data acqui-
sition in LSSP mode, which may be slightly longer for the
HR-ToF AMS used by Lee et al. (2015) than for the C-ToF
AMS that we used here.

We used the particle velocity calibration for dva-MS to de-
termine dva-LS after taking the offset time into account in the
following way. The particle velocity calibration for PToF siz-
ing of traditional AMS instruments includes this offset time
in the measured tMS. In contrast, tLS does not include addi-
tional time for detecting mass spectral signals, so the calibra-
tion coefficients will vary slightly from the traditional dva-MS
calibration. To determine the dva-LS particle size based on the
dva-MS velocity calibration, an adjustment of the offset time
accounting for the chamber dimensions needs to be added to
the time of the maximum LS signal:
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Figure 2. (a) Total LSSP single-particle mass spectral (MS) signal as a function of the maximum intensity of the light-scattering (LS) signal
for the data obtained on 6 July 2013. The data are classified by user-specified detection limits and are colored by those below the LS detection
limit (black vertical line with black points to the left indicates optically not detected), those below the MS detection limit (gray horizontal
line with gray points below indicates null particles), and those defined by the times of the maximum LS and MS signals in Figs. 1 and 2c
(red is prompt particles; blue is delayed particles). (b) The maximum scattered light intensity from all LS-triggered events for the flight on
6 July 2013 vs. vacuum aerodynamic diameter from the time of the maximum scattered light intensity, dva-LS. The limit of optical detection
was defined for this paper as having a maximum scattered light intensity above 0.04 V. Particles with maximum scattered light signals below
this are defined as “optically not detected” (black points). Other points are colored as in panel (a). (c) Time of the maximum mass spectral
signal (tms) vs. the time of the maximum scattered light intensity (tls) and their corresponding vacuum aerodynamic diameter dva-MS and
dva-LS of all chemically detectable particles (prompt and delayed) from the flight on 6 July 2013. Particles below the chemical (null) and
optical detection limits are not included in this plot. In the legend, test is from Eq. (2) and toffset is the intercept of the solid line.
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adjusted timing for velocityLS = tLS+ toffset×
LLS

Lvp
. (3)

dva-LS is then obtained by the dva-MS laboratory calibration
values and the derived particle velocity accounting for the
offset time as

velocityLS =
LLS

tLS+ toffset×
LLS
Lvp

. (4)

We thus have two measurements of vacuum aerodynamic di-
ameter (dva-MS and dva-LS) that can provide further informa-
tion about the LSSP particles detected by the AMS. While
this derivation is not as straightforward as a direct calibration
of the particle velocity from light scattering for PSL parti-
cles, we verified that the method worked well when calculat-
ing dva-LS for PSLs using LSSP data from another velocity-
dva-MS PSL calibration data set for a subsequent field project.
Furthermore, a direct calibration of dva-LS would be limited
to particle sizes above the light-scattering detection limit and
cannot include air, which is used in the dva-MS calibration.
The true particle velocity in the AMS, however, does not in-
clude toffset and is obtained simply as LLS/tLS, with about
±0.17 ms uncertainty for our chopper duty cycle (2 %) and
rotational speed (∼ 120 Hz) in the time that the particles pass
through the chopper slit (Cross et al., 2007). This timing un-
certainty results in a size uncertainty of 9 % for both dva-MS
and dva-LS.

In addition to sizing the particles, the timing differences
of the maximum MS signals minus the estimate time for
particles to arrive are used to define if particles appear
“promptly”, are “delayed”, or are “early.” The distinction be-
tween these categories of particles is based on if this time dif-
ference is within the boundaries of the Gaussian fit (prompt)
or outside of the boundary (early or delayed). The bound-
aries are defined explicitly at toffset±3× the Gaussian width,
which is the same definition as used by Lee et al. (2015)
(see Table 1). Early particles are outside the lower bound-
ary (here it is 0.16 ms) and delayed particles are outside the
upper boundary (0.53 ms here). These two boundaries are
the vertical cyan lines in Fig. 1, and the categories based on
these boundaries are described in more detail in later sec-
tions. Since very few particles in the SENEX data were early,
they are not included in this analysis.

3.1.2 Intensities of the LSSP signals, particle do sizing,
and categories based on intensity

The intensities of LSSP signals are important for sizing and
categorizing particles from the LSSP data sets. The total (in-
tegrated) MS signals from individual particles are shown vs.
the maximum intensities of their LS signals in Fig. 2a for
the flight on 6 July 2013. The particles are distinguished
by the optical (LS) and chemical ion (MS) detection lim-
its. In LSSP mode, the threshold for data saving was set low

to save particles with scattered light signals near the detec-
tion limit and therefore some of the saved LSSP data were
triggered by noise. For post-processing, the optical detection
limit for SENEX is defined as a maximum scattered light in-
tensity> 0.04 V and a signal-to-noise ratio (S/N)≥ 3. Less
than 10 % of the LSSP data were triggered by noise (black
points in Fig. 2) and are excluded from further analysis.

The maximum intensity of the scattered light signal can be
used as an indicator of particle size (do). The correlation be-
tween the maximum intensity of the single-particle scattered
light signal and the derived particle diameter dva-LS from ve-
locity (see Sect. 3.1.1) for all LS-triggered events (red, above
the optical detection limit, and black, below the optical detec-
tion limit) for the flight on 6 July 2013 is plotted in Fig. 2b.
There were a significant number of light-scattering triggers
for particles larger than ∼ 280 nm dva-LS and the locus of the
distribution of maximum LS signals crossed the optical de-
tection limit at 300 to 350 nm. These optical detection limits
are consistent with Liu et al. (2013), who reported that, with
a slightly different criterion (S/N ≥ 5), the smallest particle
ever detected was 180 nm and the 50 % detection probability
was at 430 nm dva. Figure 2b shows that dva-LS has a gener-
ally positive correlation with the maximum intensity of the
scattered light signal as scattered light signals are approxi-
mately proportional to cube of the particle physical diameter.
The maximum scattered light intensities varied over a sig-
nificant range for the same size particles because the sys-
tem was not optimized for sizing particles optically. Gaus-
sian fits of individual scattered light pulses from the slowest
(75–85 ms−1) particles were about 9–12 µs wide and the data
from the PMT were recorded every 10 µs, which missed the
true maximum of the scattered light pulse for many particles.
The scattered light pulse widths and particle velocities indi-
cate that our laser beam was about 0.7–0.9 mm wide, which
is much smaller than for the first LS-AMS study (∼ 2 mm
wide; Cross et al., 2007). This is still larger than the calcu-
lated particle beam width at the laser position (ranging from
0.13 to 0.59 mm; Huffman et al., 2005), indicating that all
of the particles should be passing through the laser beam.
Therefore, the maximum scattered light intensities were only
used as a diagnostic and not used to derive particle size in
this study.

Particles above the LS detection limit are further catego-
rized by the intensity of their total MS signals as either being
“null” or “chemically detected”. Null particles are defined
as those above the LS detection limit that do not have to-
tal MS signals above the MS detection limit (gray points in
Fig. 2a). The categorization of the chemically detected par-
ticles into prompt (red points in Fig. 2a and c) or delayed
particles (blue points in Fig. 2a and c) is related to the tim-
ing of their MS signals (see Sect. 3.1.1). The MS detection
limit for single particles varied slightly from flight to flight
depending on detector sensitivity; for the flight data shown
in Fig. 1 it was 600 bit ns particle−1 with a single ion area
of 16.9 bit ns ion−1 or about 36 ions in the individual parti-
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cle mass spectra. The average LSSP MS detection limit for
all flights analyzed is 38 ions (see Table 1). For dry particles
composed of pure ammonium nitrate, this MS detection limit
corresponds to an individual particle with a minimum size dp
of about 200 nm or dva-MS of about 275 nm.

Particles with detectible LS and MS signals are subse-
quently categorized by the time of the maximum MS signal
as prompt or delayed particles (see Sect. 3.1.1). The time of
single particles as measured by the maximum mass spectral
signals is plotted against the time of maximum intensity of
scattered light signals for the flight on 6 July 2013 in Fig. 2c.
The corresponding dva-MS and dva-LS values are plotted on the
right and top axes. The solid line, defined as tms = test+toffset,
is the expected time for the particles to arrive at the vaporizer
based on Eq. (2) plus the offset time, and particles with times
that fall on or near this line are defined as “prompt” particles.
The slope of the solid line is 1.5, as expected by the ratio of
the distances in the AMS between the chopper wheel, laser
beam, and vaporizer according to Eq. (2). The intercept is the
same offset time as indicated in Fig. 1. The dashed line, de-
fined as (tms = test+ toffset+ 3×Gaussian width), is used to
distinguish the particles with times for the maximum mass
spectral signal that are significantly later than expected (de-
layed particles). This delayed time for the maximum mass
spectra signal varied over a wide range, from 0.02 to 3.1 ms
with an average of 1.0 ms. The time delays are also apparent
in the Fig. 1 histograms of ammonium sulfate, mixed com-
position, and SENEX data.

Our data are consistent with the hypothesis that delayed
particles represent particles that bounce off the vaporizer
and subsequently vaporize on another surface in the source
region (Cross et al., 2009). The delays are too long to be
explained solely by the time it takes particles to vaporize;
for example ammonium sulfate vaporizes in less than 60 µs
(Drewnick et al., 2015). Moreover, our laboratory data show
that ammonium nitrate, with no measurable bounce, does not
produce delayed particle events (Fig. 1). The ion source is
less than 2 cm in size, so particles that are delayed 500 to
1000 µs before hitting another surface would have velocities
of a few to 20 ms−1. Given the range of particle velocities
measured in the PToF region of 70–150 ms−1 for particles
between 1000 and 100 nm prior to particle impaction on the
vaporizer, this represents a loss of as much as 90 % of the ini-
tial kinetic energy upon a bounce or multiple bounces within
the vaporizer. The lost kinetic energy for the particles that
bounced may have been converted into plastic deformation
and fracturing (Miyakawa et al., 2013). Alternatively, the de-
lays in appearance of the mass spectral signals could have
been due to multiple bounces prior to vaporization (Robin-
son et al., 2017; Hu et al., 2017). Particles without detectible
chemical ion signals could be those that bounced far away
from the ionization source cage region and could not be va-
porized and ionized efficiently.

3.1.3 Fractions of prompt, delayed, and null particles

For the particles that are detected by light scattering, the
overall fraction of particles that are detected by the mass
spectrometer are affected by particle bounce, refractory com-
position, and/or ion detection limit. The particles that are de-
tected optically but not detected chemically with the mass
spectrometer for any of these reasons are defined as “null”
particles (see Fig. 2a). Prompt and delayed particles are de-
fined above in Sect. 3.1.1 by the timing of their mass spec-
tral signals (see Figs. 1 and 2c). Our previous studies sug-
gest that particle phase is an important factor for determin-
ing whether or not particles bounce. Larger particles may
also have a tendency to bounce more than smaller particles.
Some particles contain refractory components (e.g., soot, sea
salt, or dust) that do not vaporize at typical AMS vaporiza-
tion temperatures. If particles are predominantly composed
of these species, they will not produce viable mass spectra.
The ion detection limit is relevant for particles that are too
small to generate sufficient ions from an individual particle.
Furthermore, this detection limit varies with the sensitivity
of the specific mass spectrometer and likely between differ-
ent mass spectrometers. Note that the optical detection limit
can vary between instruments too.

As discussed later in Sect. 3.2.1 and 3.3.2, the in situ CE
from the LS-AMS is defined as the fraction of particles that
are detected by the mass spectrometer (all particles detected
by light scattering minus the particles without viable mass
spectra) divided by the total number of particles detected by
light scattering. This definition of CE is equivalent to the
fraction of prompt plus delayed particles. The mass-based in
situ CE detected by light scattering is defined as the mass of
particles from their MS signals divided by the mass of par-
ticles from their volume determined by their light-scattering
size, dva-LS, and an estimated density. Thus, both the frac-
tions of these particles and CE from LSSP data are affected
by phase, size, composition, and mass spectrometer sensitiv-
ity.

On average the prompt, delayed, and null fractions for this
study are 27, 15 %, and 58 %, respectively. These fractions
are compared with other LS-AMS studies and the details
of all definitions for delayed and prompt particles are listed
in Table 1. The respective fractions are 23, 26, and 51 % in
Cross et al. (2009) and 46, 4, and 48 % in Liu et al. (2013).
Delayed particles were defined by Cross et al. (2009) as
those with tms > (test+ 200µs), whereas here they are de-
fined as those with tms > (test+ toffset+3×Gaussian width≈
test+ 530µs) (see Table 1). Consequently, a higher delayed
particle fraction was reported in the Cross et al. (2009) study.
The definition of delayed particles in Liu et al. (2013) is dif-
ficult to directly compare to our study without information
about their offset time. The prompt+ delayed fractions are
about 50 % for both Cross et al. (2009) and Liu et al. (2013).
In this study, the combined fraction is slightly lower (42 %),
which may be due to a lower sensitivity and a higher MS
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(chemical) detection threshold that probably leads to higher
null rates.

We can get a better understanding of the measured frac-
tions by examining them in more detail. Figure 3 shows the
particle types (prompt, delayed, and null) as a function of
dva-LS for the research flights from 26 June to 8 July. In
general, the prompt and delayed fractions decline at small
(dva-LS < 350 nm) or large (dva-LS > 550 nm) size particles.
The single-particle mass is near the chemical signal detection
limit in this study due to low sensitivity, so the smallest parti-
cle size (dva-LS = 250 nm) shown here is larger than dva-LS =

200 nm observed by Cross et al. (2009) and particles with
dva-LS < 250 nm in this study are mostly null particles (not
shown). This is further supported by lower prompt+ delayed
fractions at the smallest particle size, depicted in Fig. 3,
compared to that observed by Cross et al. (2009) and the
prompt+ delayed fractions at the smallest particle size were
even lower for the flights (not shown here) with a lower sensi-
tivity. While the null fraction was relatively high for the 250–
300 nm size bin, the number of particles in this bin were quite
low, so that the overall fraction of prompt+ delayed particles
is not significantly affected by single particles near the detec-
tion limit of the mass spectrometer for SENEX. The LSSP
measurements reported for the Bakersfield study had a larger
fraction of null particles at the smallest sizes (Liu et al., 2013)
and it is unclear if that may also be related to sensitivity. The
reduced prompt+ delayed fractions at the largest sizes are
similar to what was observed by Cross et al. (2009) and Liu
et al. (2013) and are likely due to the larger particles having
more kinetic energy when arriving at the vaporizer or con-
taining more refractory material (e.g., dust) as suggested by
Cross et al. (2009). The maximum fraction of delayed par-
ticles appeared at a larger size (525 nm) than that of prompt
particles (375 nm), which may be a result of more bouncing
at larger sizes.

It is important to note that the single-particle mass spec-
tral detection limit affects whether or not individual particles
are detected in LSSP mode. However, this is not necessarily
a factor for the bulk CE during normal AMS operation be-
cause particles are aggregated in both MS and PToF modes.
In other words, while single particles may not be detected in-
dividually by the mass spectrometer at the smallest sizes, the
mass of small particles can be detected when their signals are
added together. This is discussed later with the comparisons
of mass distributions in Sect. 3.2.2.

3.1.4 Mass spectral differences between prompt and
delayed particles

Because this study had a significant fraction of delayed par-
ticles (about a third of the particles with chemical signals),
potential differences in their chemical composition were ex-
plored. The average mass spectra of prompt and delayed par-
ticles for all SENEX flights analyzed are plotted in Fig. 4a.
Delayed particles have relatively higher organic signals at

Figure 3. The number fractions of prompt (red), delayed (blue), and
null (gray) particles as a function of particle vacuum aerodynamic
diameter from the light-scattering module, dva-LS, for flights from
26 June to 8 July during SENEX. Circles represent the average data
of each flight. The solid dots and lines represent the average data
of these flights. Error bars represent one SD from the average. The
flight on 6 July had the lowest null fractions while the flight on
3 July had the highest null fractions.

m/z 43, 45, and> 60, sulfate signals at m/z 98 and 81,
and nitrate signals at m/z 46. Prompt particles have rela-
tively higher organic signals at m/z 44, sulfate signals at
m/z 48 and 64, and nitrate signals at m/z 30. The chemi-
cal ion signals of prompt and delayed particles are different
on average, which may indicate the mechanism for produc-
ing these delayed particles. Two possible explanations are
that the delayed particles vaporized at different conditions
because they did not vaporize upon initial impaction or that
chemical and/or physical differences may have caused these
particles to have different bouncing characteristics, resulting
in different spectra.

To better interpret the difference in spectra of prompt vs.
delayed particles from SENEX, we conducted limited labo-
ratory experiments using nominally identical particles that
produced both prompt and delayed spectra. For these ex-
periments, dry, polydispersed particles were generated from
a simple aqueous mixture of organic dicarboxylic and car-
bonyl acids, ammonium organic acid salts, ammonium sul-
fate, and ammonium nitrate. A total of 1058 light-scattering
events were recorded and analyzed using the same criteria as
for the SENEX particles except for a lower limit on the num-
ber of ions detected in the mass spectra. Of these, about 12 %
were below the noise level for actual particle light-scattering
events. Of the particles above the light-scattering noise, 47 %
were prompt, 13 % were delayed, and 37 % were null. The
histogram of the time for the maximum MS signal minus
the estimated arrival time for these mixed composition parti-
cles is included in Fig. 1 and is more similar in shape to the
SENEX data than either pure, dry ammonium nitrate (nar-
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Figure 4. (a) Average mass spectrum (in total ion intensity fraction)
of prompt (red) and delayed (blue) particles for the SENEX flights
analyzed. The average prompt and delayed spectrum are shifted
−0.2 and +0.2 units, respectively, in m/z for display clarity. (b)
Average mass spectrum (in total ion intensity fraction) of prompt
(red) and delayed (blue) laboratory particles composed of internally
mixed organic dicarboxylic and carbonyl acids, ammonium organic
acid salts, ammonium sulfate, and ammonium nitrate.

row, Gaussian distribution) or ammonium sulfate (distribu-
tion with a significant trailing edge tail of delayed particles).

The laboratory data here confirm that nominally identical
particles can produce differences in the prompt vs. delayed
spectra. The mass spectra for the mixed composition par-
ticles are shown in Fig. 4b and had similar patterns to the
SENEX data, with more prominent peaks at m/z 44, 48,
and 64 in the prompt particle spectra and more prominent
peaks at m/z 43, 45, 46, 81, and 98 and organic peaks with
m/z ≥ 60 in the delayed particle spectra. For these mixed
composition particles, the m/z 30 peak was slightly more
prominent in the prompt particles and m/z 46 was more
prominent in the delayed ones. For the ammonium sulfate
particles shown in Fig. 1, the sulfate pattern of high m/z 81,
and 98 in the delayed particles and highm/z 48 and 64 in the
prompt particles was consistently observed (not shown). The
peaks associated with ammonium (and water) did not appear
to show any systematic differences between prompt and de-
layed particles. For pure ammonium nitrate particles, none of
the LSSP data were classified as delayed (see Fig. 1).

Differences in the spectra of prompt and delayed parti-
cles were also recently reported for ammonium sulfate and
laboratory-generated secondary organic aerosols (SOAs),
both with a substantial fraction of delayed particles (Robin-
son et al., 2017). Indeed, the pattern of sulfate ions between
prompt and delayed particles in their study is similar to what
is shown in Fig. 4 for the SENEX and mixed composition
particles and what we observed with our ammonium sulfate
particles (not shown), with the peaks at m/z 81 and 98 more
prominent in the delayed particles and the peaks at m/z 48
and 64 more prominent in the prompt particles. Hence, it ap-
pears that the delayed particles have less fragmentation of
sulfate and nitrate ions than the prompt ones. Thus, differ-
ences between the prompt and delayed spectra in the SENEX
data set could be solely due to identical particles vaporizing

under distinct conditions. All of the differences in the mass
spectra are consistent with more thermal decomposition and
fragmentation with prompt particles.

The consistent differences in the mass spectra between
prompt and delayed particles from both ambient and nom-
inally identical chemical composition laboratory particles
suggests that there are different processes at the vaporizer for
prompt and delayed particles. The two likely explanations
are that the evolved gas from the delayed particles experi-
enced fewer wall collisions before ionization and/or that the
delayed particles vaporized from surfaces at different tem-
peratures. The bottom of the conical vaporizer, where prompt
particles should vaporize, is a location where the evolved gas
molecules likely experience some wall collisions and could
decompose before ionization. Gas molecules from particles
vaporizing from other surfaces, such as the top of the va-
porizer or the ionization chamber, would experience fewer
wall collisions where they could decompose. For both am-
monium nitrate and ammonium sulfate particles, there is far
more fragmentation when the vapors are contained in a cap-
ture vaporizer prior to ionization compared to the conical va-
porizer at the same temperature (Hu et al., 2017).

Vaporizer temperatures also affect fragmentation. Lower
vaporizer temperatures increase the ions at m/z 46 relative
to m/z 30 for ammonium nitrate and at m/z 80 and 81
relative to the other ions for ammonium sulfate (Hu et al.,
2017). Spectra from most but not all organic compounds
have more fragmentation when vaporized at 600 ◦C than at
200 ◦C (Canagaratna et al., 2015). One piece of evidence
about vaporization temperature is the width of the vaporiza-
tion event, which is wider at lower temperatures and is fairly
constant above species-dependent temperatures (Drewnick
et al., 2015). For the mixed particles that were generated
specifically to compare here with the SENEX data, the peaks
in the mass spectra as a function of vaporization time were
analyzed to check for slower vaporization. A proxy for peak
width in the mass spectra (peak area divided by height) was
not statistically significant between the prompt and delayed
particles, indicating that the vaporization times were roughly
comparable. Since a doubling of the peak widths was not
observed for the delayed particles here, it is unlikely that
they vaporized at temperatures lower than 300 ◦C (Drewnick
et al., 2015). Because the spectra were saved every 32 µs and
vaporization event lengths in the AMS are on the order of
30–60 µs and constant for pure ammonium sulfate particles
at temperatures between 400 and 800 ◦C, the data collected
in this brief lab study could not be used to validate the pos-
sibility of a less drastic change in vaporization temperature.
Equivalent vaporization timescales between prompt and de-
layed particles along with the same issue of insufficient pre-
cision were also reported for the laboratory study of SOA
particles (Robinson et al., 2017). The increased fragmenta-
tion with a hotter vaporizer could be due to changes in the
vaporization process itself or to evolved gas molecules hit-
ting a hotter surface, or both.
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While the timing indicates that the delayed particles may
have lost a large amount of kinetic energy or bounced multi-
ple times before vaporization, it is unclear where the delayed
particles are vaporizing in the vaporization/ionization source
region. The microporous vaporizer itself could provide the
first surface for particles to strike after an initial bounce. An-
other possible surface is the baffle which reduces stray light
from the hot filament from reaching the LS detector. This
baffle has a small hole to transmit particles into the vapor-
ization/ionization source region and roughly forms the side
opposite of the vaporizer. Bounced particles could strike the
room-temperature baffle if they exit the vaporizer on a tra-
jectory nearly opposite of the initial particle beam. The in-
terior of the ionization chamber is another possible surface.
It has ceramic washers and its mounting points are thermally
grounded relative to the baffle, filament, and vaporizer. Heat
is conducted radiantly between the various hot surfaces (fila-
ment and vaporizer) and the ionization chamber and by con-
duction through the thin metal of the ionization chamber. The
temperature may be different on the sides near and away from
the filament. Since we do not have thermocouples on the ion-
ization chamber or the baffle, there are no direct measure-
ments of their temperatures. This makes it difficult to evalu-
ate the relative importance of vaporization temperature com-
pared to fewer wall collisions of the evolved gases from the
delayed particles.

3.1.5 Derived mass from prompt and delayed particles

The previous section demonstrated that the spectra of prompt
and delayed particles identified by the LS-AMS for the
SENEX study were different. Here, we examine the mea-
sured mass from individual particles distinguished by these
two categories. In general, the chemical ion signals from
prompt particles were slightly larger than those from de-
layed particles for a given size determined by dva-LS. An ex-
ample comparing the single-particle mass obtained from the
mass spectrometer chemical ion signals to that derived from
aerosol size dva-LS of prompt (red) and delayed (blue) parti-
cles for the flight on 6 July 2013 is shown in Fig. 5. Single-
particle masses derived from the mass spectrometer chemi-
cal ion signals were well correlated with that derived from
measured dva-LS for prompt particles with a correlation coef-
ficient of 0.87 and a slope of 1.04 with an intercept fixed at
zero for this flight. This good correlation between the mass of
the particle from the mass spectrum and the size of the par-
ticle measured by the time of the maximum scattered light
signal indicates that LSSP mode is reasonably quantitative
on average on a single-particle basis. The slope depends on
the accuracy of the effective particle density, dva-LS measure-
ments, and RIEs. For the same size dva-LS, the mean ratio
of individual particle mass from chemical ion signals from
the delayed particles (blue points) was 0.78 of the mass from
prompt particles (red points). This ratio does not depend on
the accuracy of the effective particle density, dva-LS, or RIE
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and was similar in all flights sampling different air masses
during this field campaign. While the timing and spectra sug-
gest that these delayed particles vaporized with different con-
ditions, most of the mass was detected.

The delayed particle mass could be lower on average than
the prompt particle mass because the evolved gas from the
delayed particles was produced in a region where the vapors
are not as efficiently ionized by the electron beam. This ex-
planation was recently proposed based on a laboratory study
of monodisperse, alpha–pinene SOAs that had a low number-
based CE (0.30), a significant fraction of delayed particles
(53 % of all LS particles with MS signals), and a clear trend
of more ions per particle for prompt particles than for delayed
particles (Robinson et al., 2017). Since the SENEX data are
from a range of particle sizes, we normalized the total LSSP
ion signals to the cube of their dva-LS and plotted the aver-
ages as a function of delay time up to 3.5 ms. Figure 6 shows
the results from two flights on 6 July and 3 July along with
results from ammonium sulfate particles and confirms that
delayed particles have a slightly lower total ion signal per
unit volume than prompt particles. When considering only
delayed particles, all three cases show a negative slope for the
total ion signal per unit volume as a function of delay time,
but individually the slopes are not significant or marginally
statistically significant at the 2σ level. The largest change
appears to be an average of ∼ 50 % lower signal for particles
with the longest delay times for the flight on 3 July. Thus,
the efficiency of producing ions from the delayed particles
is not always consistently lower than from prompt particles
and more experiments are needed to investigate this possi-
ble explanation for a reduced mass. It is not clear from the
field data why there was a minimal reduction in ion signal;
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inefficient ionization of the vapors that evolved from delayed
particles cannot be precluded.

The roughly 20 % reduction in mass of the delayed par-
ticles compared to prompt particles could be partly due to
some refractory material in the delayed particles that is not
measured by the AMS. The bulk mass fraction of refrac-
tory black carbon (rBC) was on average ∼ 1 % of the mea-
sured aerosol mass for these flights (Warneke et al., 2016),
so rBC does not account for all of the reduced mass. In con-
trast to the SENEX study, the individual particle mass for
delayed particles during the Mexico City study was less than
half of that for the prompt particles (Cross et al., 2009). Al-
though the two studies used different definitions for prompt
and delayed particles, changing this definition does not al-
ter the measured average chemical ion signals. Also, both
studies used the particle size from light-scattering informa-
tion to calculate the volume. Here the particle size was the
vacuum aerodynamic diameter from the time of the maxi-

mum scattered light signal (dva-LS), whereas for the Cross
et al. (2009) work the volume was determined from dva-LS
and the optical diameter (do) from the maximum intensity of
the scattered light signal. However, these slightly different
particle size-based volume calculations between this study
and Cross et al. (2009) will not affect the relative difference
in single-particle mass between the prompt and delayed par-
ticles. The vaporizers in these two campaigns are designed
to be identical. The reasons for much lower delayed particle
mass compared to prompt ones remain unclear, but differ-
ences in the ambient aerosols measured may contribute to the
different delayed particle mass. The Mexico City study was
conducted on the ground near the metropolitan area where
∼ 10 % of PM2.5 mass was black carbon (Retama et al.,
2015) whereas the black carbon was on average ∼ 1 % of
the mass for SENEX (Warneke et al., 2016). As the null frac-
tion in Cross et al. (2009) was not higher than in this study
and the number-based CE was 0.49, the much lower mass
from the delayed particle chemical ion signals observed by
Cross et al. (2009) could be due to particles containing more
refractory material during the Mexico City study than during
SENEX.

3.2 Characterizing LSSP measurements by
comparisons with MS, PToF, and UHSAS data

3.2.1 Comparing mass fractions between MS and
LSSP modes

One method of evaluating data from the LSSP mode is to
compare the average mass fractions of the main species from
the LSSP spectra to those measured in the ensemble MS
mode. Mass fractions of nonrefractory aerosol organic, sul-
fate, ammonium, nitrate, and chloride measured by MS mode
vs. LSSP mode for all the SENEX flights analyzed (26 June
to 8 July) are shown in Fig. 7. Data in the MS mode ad-
jacent to the LSSP mode were interpolated and compared
to the LSSP mode data. Considering that the SD of sulfate
mass fraction of standard (NH4)2SO4 aerosols measured by
LSSP mode is about 10 % and the MS and LSSP mode were
not sampling at the same time during the aircraft measure-
ments, the chemical mass fractions of the various species are
well correlated between the two modes. When averaged, the
30 s single-particle data sampled in lower troposphere over
the continental US could be representative of the ensemble
chemical composition mass fractions. The reasons why the
ammonium and nitrate mass fractions were slightly higher in
the single-particle data are not clear. Since nitrate mass frac-
tions were low for the ensemble data, the uncertainties are
relatively larger. Potential explanations for the higher am-
monium in the LSSP data may be related to the difference
in detected particle size range between LSSP and MS mode
or the low sensitivity, which could artificially increase the
signals for ammonium (Hings et al., 2007) and may be es-
pecially important for the single-particle data. Overall, the
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AMS single-particle mass fractions are generally compara-
ble to the ensemble measurements, which was also reported
previously for Mexico City (Cross et al., 2009). The good
correlation in Fig. 7 indicates that the LSSP data were on av-
erage representative of the bulk relative composition in spite
of the sampling and processing biases of the single-particle
technique.

3.2.2 Size-resolved mass distribution comparison

There are three independent ways to generate mass distribu-
tions from an AMS instrument with a light-scattering mod-
ule: (1) traditional PToF mode distributions, with nonrefrac-
tory ensemble composition as a function of dva-MS; (2) parti-
cle counts from the LSSP mode laser as a function of dva-LS,
converted into a mass distribution by assuming an effective
particle density of 1.55 gcm−3; and (3) LSSP mode mass
from the single-particle chemical ion signals as a function
of dva-LS. For these comparisons, the PToF distributions were
normalized to the mass loadings from MS mode that were de-
rived from the complete fragmentation patterns in the mass
spectra (Allan et al., 2004) and the composition-derived CE
(Middlebrook et al., 2012). The number-based and mass-
based LSSP mode mass distributions were scaled to the laser
counts from the adjacent MS mode, which did not record
dva-LS and mass spectrum information, to account for the sig-
nificant time spent in saving the single-particle information
in LSSP mode. This potentially counted particles that were
above the light-scattering threshold set in the data acquisi-
tion software yet below the optical detection limit set for an-
alyzing the LSSP data. These particles accounted for 4 % of
the total LS-triggered events on average and the mass per-
centage from these particles would be much smaller consid-

ering that they are the small particles below optical detection
limit. Details on the LSSP mass distribution calculations are
in the Supplement. Figure 8a shows these three mass distri-
butions from ambient air below 3000 m in altitude during the
flight on 6 July 2013. A calculated mass distribution from
the UHSAS instrument (solid black curve) is also depicted in
Fig. 8a, where the UHSAS number distribution is multiplied
by the AMS lens transmission efficiency (Liu et al., 2007;
Bahreini et al., 2008) and converted to mass as a function of
dva using Eq. (1) and by assuming an effective particle den-
sity of 1.55 gcm−3.

The four curves in Fig. 8a demonstrate various properties
of the LS-AMS system. The LSSP mode number-based mass
distribution (red curve) compared to that from the UHSAS
instrument (black curve) indicates that the AMS laser sys-
tem here accounted for the mass from most aerosol particles
with dva-LS > 440 nm and essentially none of the mass from
particles smaller than dva-LS < 280 nm. Our lower limit of
size for the detected mass is similar to what was reported by
Liu et al. (2013) of 50 % LS detection at 400 nm. Although
a few triggers for LSSP data acquisition were recorded for
dva-LS as small as ∼ 170 nm (Fig. 2), a very small number
of these particles were detected and there generally were no
corresponding MS signals until the particles were larger than
dva-LS ∼ 280 nm. The laser and optics used in the LS-AMS
are clearly not optimized to detect small ambient particles.
Because the two (black and red) distributions are nearly iden-
tical for dva-LS > 600 nm, the standard AMS lens transmis-
sion function (Liu et al., 2007) appears to be valid for the
upper size range. The particle mass from chemical ion sig-
nals (gray) is lower than the laser counted particle mass (red)
because not all of the particles optically detected produced
detectible chemical signals. The ratio of the gray shaded area
to the area under the red curve in Fig. 8a is a mass-based mea-
sure of the CE and is discussed further in Sect. 3.3.2. The un-
certainty introduced by including the particles with scattered
light signals below the detection limit for normalizing to the
LS counts from the adjacent MS cycles is eliminated when
calculating this mass ratio. The AMS PToF mass distribution
(dashed curve) has more mass from particles at the large size
end (> 700 nm) than all of the other distributions (discussed
further below in Sect. 3.3.1).

3.3 Relevance of LSSP results to standard AMS
measurements

3.3.1 Measurements of the traditional AMS vacuum
aerodynamic diameter dva-MS

All particles that scatter light are included in the size distri-
butions in Fig. 8b and c to highlight the differences between
using the time of the maximum scattered light signal to size
the particles (dva-LS in Fig. 8b) or the time of the maximum
mass spectral signal (dva-MS in Fig. 8c). The delayed parti-
cles create a bias towards the larger size end of the tradi-
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Figure 8. Size-dependent mass distributions as a function of vacuum aerodynamic diameter from low altitudes during the flight on
6 July 2013. (a) The mass is determined from the traditional AMS PToF mode vs. dva-MS (dashed), from the UHSAS instrument vs.
dva (black) from Eq. (1) after correcting the particle number distribution for the AMS lens transmission and using an estimated density of
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arises because the size from light scattering (dva-LS) is more representative of the particle sizes, whereas dva-MS is influenced by particles
that are delayed.

tional PToF mass distribution. The mass from the traditional
PToF distribution (Fig. 8a, dashed curve) is higher than all
the other curves for particles larger than 700 nm even con-
sidering the overall uncertainty. Compared to the distribu-
tions plotted as a function of dva-LS, mass distributions as
a function of dva-MS have less mass for the intermediate sizes
(dva-MS ∼ 350 to 500 nm) and more mass at the larger sizes
(dva-MS > 700 nm).

On the small size of the mass distributions sizes
(dva-LS∼ 100 to 300 nm), there is additional mass measured
in the PToF mode that does not appear in the LSSP data
(Fig. 8a). This is not a bias in the PToF data at small sizes be-
cause it is also observed in the UHSAS data. These particles
are too small for the scattered light signal to consistently trig-
ger saving data in LSSP mode (see Fig. 2) and it is uncom-
mon for particles to appear in the early part of the 8.3 ms long
chopper cycle, even for particles such as pure ammonium
sulfate that have a high tendency to bounce (Fig. 1). Further-
more, the PToF data are acquired by aggregating the bulk
mass spectral signals over the sampling period rather than
by aggregating single-particle mass spectral signals or indi-

vidual particle counts from the laser. Thus, the PToF mode
measures the mass from small particles which are not large
enough to efficiently scatter light in the LSSP mode or gen-
erate enough ions for a clear signal from a single particle.

The broadening of the traditional AMS mass distribution
to larger sizes due to delayed particles was also observed
during the Mexico City and Bakersfield field studies (Cross
et al., 2009; Liu et al., 2013) and the alpha–pinene SOA lab-
oratory study (Robinson et al., 2017). Thus, dva-LS instead
of dva-MS is a more reliable parameter to represent particle
size in the AMS. On average, the relative composition as
a function of size for the different distributions does not ap-
pear substantially different. The bias toward increased mass
at the larger sizes from delayed particles needs to be consid-
ered when interpreting standard AMS PToF mass distribution
data, especially if corrections to account for inlet transmis-
sion efficiency have been applied at large sizes.
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3.3.2 Comparing the LSSP CE to the parameterized
CE

The light-scattering module can be used to measure in situ
AMS CE, defined here as the ratio of number (or mass)
of particles with both detectable chemical (prompt and de-
layed) and optical signals to the total number (or mass) of
all particles with detectable optical signals. The number-
based CE from the LSSP data does not include counts
from saved data where the scattered light signal was close
to the noise level (optical detection limit) and is defined
here as the (prompt+ delayed) particle counts divided by
(prompt+ delayed+ null) counts. The mass-based CE from
LSSP data is defined in Sect. 3.2.2 as the ratio of the particle
mass from the chemical ion signals (e.g., mass distribution
shown as the gray area in Fig. 8a) to the particle mass from
the laser counts (e.g., the area under the red curve in Fig. 8a).

Both number- and mass-based LSSP mode CE values for
all the flights studied here are calculated for the 30 s intervals
average of LSSP data every 5 min and are shown in Figs. 9a
and S3. As mentioned before, because significant time was
needed to save single-particle optical and chemical informa-
tion, LSSP mode did not record all particles sampled. All
of the CE measurements based on LSSP particle number or
mass varied from about 0.2 to 0.9 for this study. The flight
that had the largest range of CE, from about 0.4 to 0.9 based
on the LSSP measurements, was on 6 July 2013 and is em-
phasized in Fig. 9.

The error bars on the number-based LSSP CE values in
these figures (blue points) are the statistical variations of CE
(σCE) for the LSSP data and are estimated to be less than
±0.08 for the 5 min average data based on variations of a bi-
nomial distribution as

σCE =

√
np(1−p)
n

, (5)

where n is number of particles with optical signals above de-
tection limit, and p is the probability of optically detected
particles that can be chemically detected, varying from 0.3 to
0.9. In addition to this statistical variability, the mass-based
CE from the LSSP data has as much as 27 % uncertainty from
the measured particle volume from 9 % uncertainty in dva-LS.
The error bars for the mass-based LSSP CE (yellow points in
Figs. 9 and S3) were not included in the figures for clarity.

The large range of CE values for the flight on 6 July were
clearly not due to statistical variation. For this flight, the ratio
of MS mode ammonium to predicted ammonium from full
neutralization of sulfate plus nitrate varied more than for all
of the other flights, indicating that the aerosol on this flight
was at times significantly more acidic on average than for
other flights. The relative humidity for this particular flight
was also a bit higher on average than the other flights. Thus,
the acidity and relative humidity likely had an influence on
the CE for this flight more than on the other flights.
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Figure 9. (a) Time series plot of AMS collection efficiency calcu-
lated based on aerosol chemical composition and relative humidity
method described in Middlebrook et al. (2012) (red) and measured
by AMS LSSP mode based on number (blue) or mass (yellow) ra-
tio of optically and chemically detected particles to total optically
detected particles of 6 July 2013 flight. (b) Scatter plot of the pa-
rameterized, composition-dependent CE vs. the LS module mea-
sured CE based on optically and chemically detected particle num-
ber fractions (blue, correlation coefficient R = 0.82) and mass frac-
tions (yellow, correlation coefficient R = 0.64) for the 6 July 2013
flight.

The parameterization of CE based on the bulk MS mode
composition data incorporates variations in CE due to acid-
ity and sampling line relative humidity (Middlebrook et al.,
2012) and is commonly used in AMS data analysis software.
In contrast to CE measurements from LSSP mode data, the
CE parameterization covers the entire particle size range de-
tected in MS or PToF mode (Fig. 8a). Since the bulk MS
mode data are saved every 10 s, the parameterized CE is cal-
culated for that time interval and is shown in Figs. 9 and S3
as red lines connecting points.

There are many factors influencing the point-by-point CE
comparison shown in Fig. 9b and all three types of CE de-
terminations have limitations. The CE parameterization has
about 20 % uncertainty (based on Middlebrook et al., 2012)
and could contribute to the noise in the red traces of Figs. 9a
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and S3. In addition, there are statistical variations on the
LSSP-based CEs as described above. Also we did not parse
the data sets for low statistics from either low LS particle
counts or low total bulk mass, which is approximately only
an issue for the high-altitude data points. LSSP and MS data
were not obtained at the same time and the air masses sam-
pled could be changing rapidly since the aircraft is moving
about 100 ms−1, such that each CE data point from the pa-
rameterization is about 1 km apart, each LSSP CE data point
represents a 3 km average, and each LSSP CE data point is
30 km apart. Two-minute averages of the CEs from the pa-
rameterization were used to generate the comparison plot in
Fig. 9b. For this flight on 6 July, the (observed or calculated)
range in CE is much larger on average than for the other
flights and varied on larger temporal (spatial) scales, and the
CE variability was outside of the combined error bars.

Given all of these uncertainties, the three values for CE
shown in Fig. 9 were correlated and generally agreed well.
CE values above 0.5 were primarily due to the presence of
acidic sulfate particles during this flight and were determined
by both composition-dependent CE parameterization from
the ensemble MS mode data and in situ LSSP mode mea-
surements. The good correlation indicates that the aerosol
chemical composition and relative-humidity-dependent CE
parameterization (Middlebrook et al., 2012) can accurately
capture the general variability of LSSP-based CEs at least for
the cases when significant variation in CE is due to change
of aerosol acidity.

The default CE parameterization value of 0.5 may be too
high during some parts of this flight and large parts of other
flights (Fig. S3). This was also observed with other field data
using a mass-based comparison to evaluated CE (Middle-
brook et al., 2012) and may indicate that the default CE of
0.5 is slightly high in the parameterization. One flight in par-
ticular (3 July) had the highest null fractions (Fig. 3) and
corresponding lower CEs for most of the flight compared to
other flights. This flight had an overall higher mass loading
of rBC from biomass burning in the sampled air (0.36 µg
sm−3, whereas the average for all of the flights analyzed
here was 0.14 µg sm−3). If an individual particle is mostly
rBC, there may not be enough ion signal from the nonrefrac-
tory components to detect it with the mass spectrometer. In
Toronto, a higher null fraction was measured when urban,
rBC-containing particles were evaporated with a vaporizer
instead of an infrared laser (Lee et al., 2015). It is also pos-
sible that the CE is lower for the organic fraction of biomass
burning aerosols. The effect of biomass burning particles on
the measured CE with the LS-AMS needs further investiga-
tion.

3.3.3 Additional considerations for the LSSP-based
collection efficiencies

CE is traditionally defined based on mass comparisons.
There is an assumption in applying either a calculated or an

in situ CE to the measured mass loadings from MS mode that
the chemical composition of the undetected mass is the same
as the detected mass, which is likely true during sampling of
air masses with mostly mixed secondary aerosol particles. In
general for SENEX, the number- and mass-based CE from
the LSSP data shown in Fig. 9 and Fig. S3 are comparable
within experimental uncertainties for the particles sampled.
In Fig. 8a, the integrated mass from the PToF mass distribu-
tion using the average CE from the parameterization of 0.6
for the flight on 6 July (dashed curve) is also within the com-
bined experimental uncertainties of the integrated mass from
the UHSAS mass distribution (solid black curve). The flight-
averaged number-based CE was 0.58. Hence, the SENEX
field data did not show any large discrepancies between the
number- and mass-based CEs when averaged for the entire
flight.

It is also assumed that particles detected optically are rep-
resentative of all particles sampled by the AMS and have the
same chemical composition as the particles that are too small
to be detected by LSSP mode. In air masses where newly
formed and growing (Aitken mode) particles are present,
this assumption is not necessarily valid. The number- and
mass-based CEs may be different if there are significant
differences in the number-based CE as a function of size,
as briefly described by Huffman et al. (2005). In power
plant plumes that were sampled by the PToF mode during
SENEX, we sometimes observed smaller acidic sulfate par-
ticles with larger mixed composition particles. Because these
power plant plumes were transected quickly by the aircraft,
the small particles were not sampled consistently with LSSP
mode, and so the effect of a varying composition with size
could not be evaluated here.

For comparison, mass-based and number-based CEs have
been reported from other studies. The Bakersfield study de-
scribed a discrepancy between the average number- and
mass-based CEs, where the number-based value was ∼ 0.5
and the mass-based value from ensemble measurements was
0.8 (Liu et al., 2013). The authors proposed that a mismatch
of vaporization and data acquisition timescales reduced the
detected chemical ion signals from single particles compared
to the ensemble measurements; however, this discrepancy
was not resolved. The in situ CE from LSSP mode measure-
ments were also determined and compared with AMS en-
semble and independent measurements for the Mexico City
study (Cross et al., 2009). The number- and mass-based CE
was on average ∼ 0.5 for the 75 h sampling period of LSSP
data and showed some size dependence with the smallest par-
ticles having a high CE (low null fraction and higher prompt
fraction) than the larger particles.

While the aircraft data reported here show a wide range of
CE due to air mass variations, such variability in the LSSP
mode CE has not been reported previously. Variations in en-
semble CE were not reported in the previous ambient studies
but could have been possible due to the diurnal variability in
the ambient measurements from Mexico City, where in the
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morning there were small particles composed of predomi-
nantly hydrocarbon-like organic aerosol, which appeared to
have a higher CE (Cross et al., 2009). Hence, LSSP data
could also show that mixing state plays a role in the mea-
sured CE.

4 Conclusions

This paper reports airborne single-particle measurements
from a light-scattering module coupled to an AMS instru-
ment and uses these measurements to investigate the CE ob-
tained in situ for ambient particles. Results from these unique
airborne single-particle measurements showed that the LS
module has the capability to measure in situ AMS CE de-
spite many assumptions and uncertainties in this method.
The comparison of measured and calculated CE demon-
strated that the aerosol chemical composition and humidity-
dependent CE parameterization that is commonly used to
process AMS data is reasonable for the cases when aerosol
acidity plays a role in ambient CE variations. Single-particle
data derived average aerosol chemical composition fractions
were generally well correlated with the ensemble data. This
shows that the airborne AMS with an LS module is a poten-
tially useful tool for measuring the ambient aerosol chemical
composition. However, the effectiveness of the LSSP mode
for ambient measurements is limited to particles that are
large enough to scatter light and generate sufficient chemical
ion signals to be detected. As shown in Fig. 8a, LSSP mode
clearly cannot measure a large fraction of the ambient aerosol
mass distribution. Furthermore, the duty cycle is quite high
for LSSP mode, reducing the number of particles recorded
and needing information from the adjacent MS modes to nor-
malize LSSP data. The MS detection limit is also important
for the new event-trigger AMS mode, which saves individual
particle spectra from a single chopper cycle when the mass
spectral signals of selected ions are above a threshold.

The different chemical ion signals in prompt and delayed
particles indicated that delayed particles are likely those that
bounce off the vaporizer surface and vaporize at a lower tem-
perature after impacting another surface. The field measure-
ments and laboratory data both demonstrate that the mass
spectra from delayed particles have less fragmentation and
slightly lower chemical ion signals than spectra from prompt
particles. The individual particle mass appears to be consis-
tent with most of the material vaporizing for both prompt
and delayed ambient particles from SENEX and there is only
about a 20 % decrease in the number of ions produced from
delayed particles compared to prompt particles despite differ-
ences in their mass spectra. Delayed particles appear as larger
particles in the traditional AMS PToF mass distribution. Cau-
tion should therefore be used when interpreting AMS PToF
mode particle size data when delayed particles occur.

Data availability. Data are partially available from the CSD
NOAA data archive, https://esrl.noaa.gov/csd/groups/csd7/
measurements/2013senex/P3/DataDownload/ (NOAA, 2017).
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